BIG LOSS BY FIRE
Flames Visit Heavy Disaster on City.

DAMAGE ABOUT $400,000
Six Blocks Consumed at End of Madison Bridge.

HEAT DRIVES AWAY FIREFIGHTERS

ARID LAND SURVEYS
Government Plans to Irrigate Oregon.

FORCE WILL BEGIN WORK SOON
Here for Storage Reservoirs Are to Be Built Near Portland as Part of the State's
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AID TO CAREY ACT
Irrigation Bill Will Help, Not Retard It.

SETTLER WILL BE BENEFITED
Appropriation Will Aid in Rebuilding of Home in Favor of the Carey Laws.

STRIKE MAY SPREAD
Situation on Union Pacific Becomes Serious.

MANY SHOPMEN DISCHARGED

NEW PRESENTATION IS ATTEMPTED
Among Beckmann's Colleagues for Engagements.

DAMNED WOLF PULLED INTO HOUSE
Newly Filled Barracks lime Burn in Downtown Street.
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